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the gift of the magi is one of the most famous and often published novellas by a great american writer o henry his real name is william
sydney porter on christmas eve a young family couple james and della dillingham discover that they don t have enough money for the
presents to each other della decides to sell her voluminous hair of brownstone colour and to buy her husband a platinum chain for his golden
watch the gift of the magi a special christmas edition includes candle making tutorial and exclusive audiobook in the gift of the magi o henry
weaves an exciting and touching narrative that encapsulates the true spirit of christmas at a time when one dollar and eighty seven cents
are all that della has to buy a gift for her beloved jim this story takes us on a journey of love sacrifice and generosity della and jim are a
young couple facing financial hardships but what they lack in material resources is compensated by the love they share with christmas
approaching they are willing to make surprising sacrifices to give each other a special gift the author o henry known for his talent in creating
captivating short stories presents us with a timeless tale that continues to touch the hearts of readers of all ages the gift of the magi is a
reminder that at christmas and at all times love and generosity are the greatest gifts we can give and receive this special edition is a must
read for the holiday season and beyond the book also includes an exclusive tutorial for creating amazing christmas candles accompanied by
a qr code that leads you to an audiobook specially designed with care to meet the needs of those facing challenges in reading the gift of the
magi is a short story by o henry first published in 1905 the story tells of a young husband and wife and how they deal with the challenge of
buying secret christmas gifts for each other with very little money the main idea of the gift of the magi is that the value of a gift is in the
giver rather than the gift itself jim and della out of their love for each other purchased a gift that required them to sacrifice something that
was precious to them the gift of the magi a special christmas edition includes candle making tutorial and exclusive audiobook in the gift of
the magi o henry weaves an exciting and touching narrative that encapsulates the true spirit of christmas at a time when one dollar and
eighty seven cents are all that della has to buy a gift for her beloved jim this story takes us on a journey of love sacrifice and generosity della
and jim are a young couple facing financial hardships but what they lack in material resources is compensated by the love they share with
christmas approaching they are willing to make surprising sacrifices to give each other a special gift the author o henry known for his talent
in creating captivating short stories presents us with a timeless tale that continues to touch the hearts of readers of all ages the gift of the
magi is a reminder that at christmas and at all times love and generosity are the greatest gifts we can give and receive this special edition is
a must read for the holiday season and beyond the book also includes an exclusive tutorial for creating amazing christmas candles
accompanied by a qr code that leads you to an audiobook specially designed with care to meet the needs of those facing challenges in
reading like two chips in a cookie linda and ed sclier were rolling happily along in their marriage only to have everything come undone when
ed was diagnosed with cancer less than a year later he died turning linda s world upside down in a gift of love she narrates her grief journey
shares the highlights of the wonderful man she fell in love with and married describes the love they shared and tells about the woman she
has become since her soul mate died while tracing a golden thread of treasured memories a gift of love shares the struggles of a dying man
his untimely death and his widow s deepest sorrows telling the story of their lives and her sorrow with grace and honesty linda gives a step
by step accounting of love loss and the celebration of her soul mate s end while marking her new beginning more than fulfilling the promise
she made to her husband on his deathbed to write his story this memoir teaches life s valuable lesson when you lose a spouse life goes on
and love does live forever most of all it acts as a reminder that though life can change suddenly each one of us possesses the power to
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decide to accept the unthinkable the gift of the magi is a short story written by o henry a pen name for william sydney porter about a young
married couple and how they deal with the challenge of buying secret christmas gifts for each other with very little money as a sentimental
story with a moral lesson about gift giving it has been a popular one for adaptation especially for presentation at christmas time the plot and
its twist ending are well known and the ending is generally considered an example of comic irony it was allegedly written at pete s tavernon
irving place in new york city in a shabby new york flat della sobs as she counts the few coins she has saved to buy a christmas present for
her husband jim a gift worthy of her devotion will require a great sacrifice selling her long beautiful hair jim meanwhile has made a sacrifice
for della that is no less difficult as they exchange gifts on christmas eve the discovery of what each has done fills them with despair until they
realize that the true gifts of christmas can be found more readily in their humble apartment than in any fine store o henry paints a masterly
portrait of unfaltering love a haven from the harsh world outside the poignancy of his story is captured in p j lynch s eloquent art wherein
every glance every gesture tells a subtle truth on loan from ctls college student christine bradley grew up in a loving and honest family so
she couldn t have been more surprised when shortly after her mother s death her father revealed the startling truth that christine had been
adopted at birth in search of clues about her biological mother christine encounters a family she never knew she had she digs deeper as
christmas nears and what she finds reveals a shocking lineage will christine be able to come to grips with the past take hold of the present
and look forward to a brighter future carlson s warm tale of loss recovery and acceptance will captivate current fans and create new ones kat
is a medical intern and her playboy doctor josh pesters her every day even outside work ever since they first met at the beach those blue
eyes of his have stared at her intensely his handsome looks and roguish smile are evocative of a modern day pirate clearly he only enjoys
plundering one woman after another but kat already have a special man and she s only just started her new life she won t let him pillage her
but can she resist the pirate s sweet and irresistible seduction without drowning beneath the waves of temptation an act of kindness or
unforgivable treason owen archer investigates a murder in wales with links to a controversial offer of refuge wales 1369 owen archer is
travelling to wales on a mission for the duke of lancaster recruiting archers in anticipation of king charles of france s invasion of england
joining him are brother michaelo geoffrey chaucer and his father in law sir robert d arby who is on pilgrimage to the shrine of st david a
journey deep in the forest ends with a terrible discovery when the body of john de reine one of the duke of lancaster s men is found at the
gate of st david s the bishop asks owen to return the corpse to john s father sir john lascelles treachery passion murder could john s death be
linked to his father s decision to grant sanctuary to a man accused of harbouring a french spy and the wounding of a mysterious pilgrim as
owen investigates he uncovers betrayal treason acts of passion and dark secrets the owen archer mysteries 1 the apothecary rose 2 the lady
chapel 3 the nun s tale 4 the king s bishop 5 the riddle of st leonard s 6 the gift of sanctuary 7 a spy for the redeemer 8 the cross legged
knight 9 the guilt of innocents 10 a vigil of spies 11 a conspiracy of wolves 12 a choir of crows 13 the riverwoman s dragon 14 a fox in the
fold in an impossible place under a door in the woods jimmy fincher received the first of four gifts given by a mysterious and desperate
people trying to save the world from a ruthless enemy now jimmy flees to japan in search of the second gift peril is inescapable and
mysteries abound as jimmy receives a haunting warning the stompers are coming it s christmastime in the pocket sized village of briarcliff
manor with yuletide spirits flying high life seems close to perfect in this quaint suburb of manhattan but not everyone feels the holiday cheer
while most go about their joyful holiday pursuits young charlie riverton is restless compassionate by nature he s especially mindful of the
lonely and forlorn at the same time he s the unofficial leader of a close knit group of sixth grade buddies together they grapple with pre teen
hijinks newfound freedoms and an emerging nerve wracking interest in girls meanwhile there s a curiously gifted newcomer in town charlie
develops a special friendship with the handsome stranger and together they set out to craft a god honoring christmas gift for the whole
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community along the way lives are changed and people begin to look at christmas a little differently come spend the holidays in briarcliff with
this feel good coming of age story set in small town america in the early 1970s congratulations to tom for writing a heartwarming christmas
story that evokes the traditional christmas spirit a gift most rare focuses on a god honoring relationship between a young boy a guardian
angel and a whole village that rediscovers how best to celebrate christmas kevin sorbo actor producer and director a gift most rare is a gift to
every reader bringing you back to a time when christmas was filled with thanks to god it is a great reminder to care for those around you
giving to those in need and coming together to celebrate god s gift of jesus rev anthony karlik sr pastor of faith lutheran church briarcliff
manor ny and eastern region president of the church of the lutheran brethren this novel is sweet and affectionate with a strong spiritual uplift
a lovely debut jamie malanowski author of the coup and commander will cushing daredevil hero of the civil war every once in a while comes
a magical story an exquisite jewel of a book a piece of fiction that more than makes up for all the ordinary books leihbacher is an amazing
storyteller he economically imbues his plot and characters with life s truths karen smith historian briarcliff manor a gift most rare is a
thoroughly feel good holiday tale reminiscent of the things we love about it s a wonderful life but for our times martha higgins ferguson
chappaqua ny enjoy this fan favorite story of love redemption and finding family from rita award winning author inglath cooper in a moment
of grief caleb tucker made the biggest mistake of his life he gave away his wife s baby born under the most tragic circumstances three years
later he gets a second chance all because sophie owens walks into his feed store with her little girl a little girl who looks a lot like his late wife
but in order to get his second chance he ll have to ruin sophie s world perhaps though a gift of grace could save them both originally
published in 2006 a beautiful intense and superbly written novel this book will get into your heart and it will not let go the romance reader s
connection on a gift of grace the gift of the magi is a treasured short story written by o henry a young and very much in love couple can
barely afford their one room apartment let alone the extra expense of getting christmas presents for one another but each is determined to
show their love for the other in this traditional time of giving each sells a thing they hold most dear in order to afford a present with poignant
and touching results that capture their love for one another after a destructive wildfire blows through parts of steele ridge randi organizes a
holiday benefit to raise funds for families who have lost everything with the event only hours away several raffle baskets disappear right out
of britt s truck and randi and britt rush to track down the culprits but what they discover at the end of their search is a heartwarming story of
courage love and the power of family late in december daniel gibson suddenly finds himself alone in the middle of the night in a nearly
deserted area of the city a winter storm rages around him with no memory of how he got there he realizes there is something he must find
and something he will lose in his adventure he finds that among a diversity of people there are those who hold out a hand to give not all
christmas gifts come wrapped in brightly colored paper with ribbons and bows sometimes they are damaged wearing hand me down clothes
sometimes they are a gift that can be given only once cooper gave ashley the gift of her education and ashley would like to return the favor
by offering him the love she has felt for cooper for years but the greatest gift she wants to give him is her knowledge of god s love dorie
knighton had no time for christmas wishes she was too busy caring for her precocious nine year old sister hannah and their aging aunt so
when she found a man lying injured in the snow it only added to her troubles and yet she couldn t leave the handsome stranger to die nor
could she fight the bittersweet longing he awakened in her the marquess of ashborne s fun loving ways had landed him in trouble alone and
half frozen in the snow if it wasn t for dorie s compassion he d be dead and if it wasn t for her shy charm he wouldn t be in love about the
book being raised by their loving grandparents bat and mouse brothers daniel and sora are sad this holiday season because they never knew
their parents grandma emily and grandpa abram sit them down and share the story of their parents and how they gave up their lives so that
the two of them could live gift of the heart is based on the author s own experience as a transplant patient and how it was thanks to his
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family that he lives today about the author ever since alexander espinosa was born he always had health problems as such he couldn t do
many of the things normal children could he couldn t play sports and he had to work twice as hard in school because of his learning
disabilities he spent a lot time in the hospital growing up but it never bothered him because he always had his family by his side in fact it was
his sister who introduced him to his favorite thing in the world video games when they played together it was like all his health problems
were gone and he was able to explore all these amazing worlds without a care in the world it got to a point where he wanted to be game
designer and even went to school for it it was at this school however that he learned about the power of writing and how much fun it was
while he worked for the school newspaper he got his degree in fine arts but as he continued writing he realized that what he really wanted
was to tell stories and that s when he decided to become an author now he s working hard to pursue that dream of creating the worlds he
sees in his mind and share it with as many people as he can and he s able to do this because of his loving family who supports him and his
goals espinosa says my hope is that when people read my book they will be able to understand just how important family really is that they
will be able to be grateful for what they have and that they will be able to see things from a different perspective i d like to think that what
makes my story relevant is that it will help readers understand what it really means to get a gift and know how much love people are capable
of sisters are more than just family they are confidantes mentors and friends they light up the lives of the people around them with their joy
and love and they can always be counted on to be there when they re needed no matter what with this adorable book you can let your sister
know how much she means to you featuring marci s endearing children of the inner light r characters this is a gift of love that sisters
everywhere will treasure forever there is a timeless quality about this powerful complex novel which is impossible to pin down in a few words
british book news his comments on the way that people behave toward each other are savagely effective the toronto star after the second
world war john grandy returns to the village of onion lake where he once taught school and to a job at the acton lumber mill in northern
british columbia old henry acton is ill son nairn and family have come to learn about the enterprise they will inherit the destructive element is
velma a former student of grandys whose struggle against her apparent destiny damages everyone innocent of intent but guilty of
involvement of events she and grandy become centra when helping a random man on the street sandy never thought her life will change for
ever but months later the man found her and gave her an ancient old looking gift an un normal gift found its way to sandy worried and
concerned she returned the gift to the man but mysteriously the gift found its way back to sandy a story full of challenges and magic where
the powerful bully the weak and the rich press down on those less fortunate without being aware that the cycle of life is vicious and it will
turn its wheels against them editor inspiring publishers romina betvardeh takes you on a journey to a fantasy world but is it any different to
ours why not find out in her exciting book i was chosen by a gift a powerful true story filled with unbelievable turns of events that will make
you laugh and cry a heartfelt testimony that would inspire people to live more abundantly a message of hope for a better tomorrow be free
rachel sparhawk lindsey came from a long line of survivors she would not fail her heritage but the snows were deep and the nights lonely
until jamie ryder arrived bringing strength and joy into the hidden places of her heart the warmth of hearth and home had long been denied
jamie ryder now rachel lindsey offered him refuge from the storms without and the war within but he knew this dream of love and family
could not withstand the nightmare of his past story of a couple who are devoted to each other and who are not well to do still manage to
exchange gifts that even a millionaire would envy this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as
possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
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possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures
errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant a woman volunteer who cares for people with aids narrates a poignant account of the clients she comes to love
in her role as a home care aide in a bittersweet novel about life illness death and remembrance by the author of the children s crusade
clearly a literary great o henry gave his gift to the world many years ago with this classic short story the gift of the magi brings the reader
into an interesting story of true unselfish love in the early 1900s enjoy henry s imagination as you discover what happens when a young
husband and wife desperately and secretly try to obtain a gift for each other despite their poor financial situation classic cream color pages
matte cover richard foster classics collection creek hollis is a single father raising his young son in the small town he himself was raised in
lake is the center of his world creek not once but twice received news no parent ever wants to hear his little boy needs a donor one is found
and so this brings kelly marshall into their lives kelly marshall lost someone close to her as a teenager that loss made her want to become a
nurse and help children with childhood cancers when she is asked to participate in a program that would have living in the hollis home for a
week she has no quams in that week lives are changed this is a clean read with a hea following world war ii the lives of catherine and laura
mertagen and their widowed father are finally returning to normal but their peace is shattered when laura runs to the aid of a man who
collapses in the park instead of giving first aid laura feels compelled to lay soothing hands on him and later learns that she has completely
cured him of a life long ailment her strange and precious gift of healing has dire effects on laura s family and her life a husband and wife
sacrifice treasured possessions in order to buy each other christmas presents for ellen faith was nonexistent until faith was all she had to
cling to after 24 years together life partners ellen and paul were married nine months before his passing to the spirit world when treatments
ran out for paul s dreaded health issues he confided to ellen that he was very tired of exotic drugs daily doctor visits and feeling terrible he
wanted peace and comfort so together they decided hospice was not the only choice but the best choice before making the transition to his
final reward and eternity they shared his time going over memorabilia listening to favorite big band music watching movies laughing and
telling stories about seashells ellen read his tin can sailor magazines aloud and much time was spent in expressions of love ellen stood guard
24 7 sadly they were wrong to believe family and lifelong friends would be their support system instead many angels in human form stepped
in to give support camaraderie and comfort ellen an outspoken believer in science was presented numerous miracles miracles that science
could not explain these miracles and the subtle comfort she felt through prayer led to a profound epiphany in belief the smell of english
leather permeating the night air paul s brother used that brand of cologne but he had been dead for several years another incident ellen
being violently shaken awake just in time to untangle her beloved from the blanket and side rail no one else was in the house so whose hand
shook her shoulder this is ellen and paul s intimate hospice journey the lessons learned are being shared with the deepest of intentions of
easing the load of those facing a hospice odyssey of their own sally mae anderson touched many lives as theodore hamilton s assistant in the
ultimate gift when her great grandson inherits her bed and breakfast he wonders how he will ever fulfill her legacy
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The Gift of the Magi 2021-01-08 the gift of the magi is one of the most famous and often published novellas by a great american writer o
henry his real name is william sydney porter on christmas eve a young family couple james and della dillingham discover that they don t
have enough money for the presents to each other della decides to sell her voluminous hair of brownstone colour and to buy her husband a
platinum chain for his golden watch
A Gift of the Heart 2001-06-01 the gift of the magi a special christmas edition includes candle making tutorial and exclusive audiobook in the
gift of the magi o henry weaves an exciting and touching narrative that encapsulates the true spirit of christmas at a time when one dollar
and eighty seven cents are all that della has to buy a gift for her beloved jim this story takes us on a journey of love sacrifice and generosity
della and jim are a young couple facing financial hardships but what they lack in material resources is compensated by the love they share
with christmas approaching they are willing to make surprising sacrifices to give each other a special gift the author o henry known for his
talent in creating captivating short stories presents us with a timeless tale that continues to touch the hearts of readers of all ages the gift of
the magi is a reminder that at christmas and at all times love and generosity are the greatest gifts we can give and receive this special
edition is a must read for the holiday season and beyond the book also includes an exclusive tutorial for creating amazing christmas candles
accompanied by a qr code that leads you to an audiobook specially designed with care to meet the needs of those facing challenges in
reading
The Gift of the Magi 2023-12-15 the gift of the magi is a short story by o henry first published in 1905 the story tells of a young husband
and wife and how they deal with the challenge of buying secret christmas gifts for each other with very little money the main idea of the gift
of the magi is that the value of a gift is in the giver rather than the gift itself jim and della out of their love for each other purchased a gift
that required them to sacrifice something that was precious to them
The Gift of the Magi (Illustrated) 2022-04-27 the gift of the magi a special christmas edition includes candle making tutorial and exclusive
audiobook in the gift of the magi o henry weaves an exciting and touching narrative that encapsulates the true spirit of christmas at a time
when one dollar and eighty seven cents are all that della has to buy a gift for her beloved jim this story takes us on a journey of love sacrifice
and generosity della and jim are a young couple facing financial hardships but what they lack in material resources is compensated by the
love they share with christmas approaching they are willing to make surprising sacrifices to give each other a special gift the author o henry
known for his talent in creating captivating short stories presents us with a timeless tale that continues to touch the hearts of readers of all
ages the gift of the magi is a reminder that at christmas and at all times love and generosity are the greatest gifts we can give and receive
this special edition is a must read for the holiday season and beyond the book also includes an exclusive tutorial for creating amazing
christmas candles accompanied by a qr code that leads you to an audiobook specially designed with care to meet the needs of those facing
challenges in reading
The Gift of the Magi 2023-12-18 like two chips in a cookie linda and ed sclier were rolling happily along in their marriage only to have
everything come undone when ed was diagnosed with cancer less than a year later he died turning linda s world upside down in a gift of love
she narrates her grief journey shares the highlights of the wonderful man she fell in love with and married describes the love they shared and
tells about the woman she has become since her soul mate died while tracing a golden thread of treasured memories a gift of love shares the
struggles of a dying man his untimely death and his widow s deepest sorrows telling the story of their lives and her sorrow with grace and
honesty linda gives a step by step accounting of love loss and the celebration of her soul mate s end while marking her new beginning more
than fulfilling the promise she made to her husband on his deathbed to write his story this memoir teaches life s valuable lesson when you
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lose a spouse life goes on and love does live forever most of all it acts as a reminder that though life can change suddenly each one of us
possesses the power to decide to accept the unthinkable
A Gift of Love 2014 the gift of the magi is a short story written by o henry a pen name for william sydney porter about a young married
couple and how they deal with the challenge of buying secret christmas gifts for each other with very little money as a sentimental story with
a moral lesson about gift giving it has been a popular one for adaptation especially for presentation at christmas time the plot and its twist
ending are well known and the ending is generally considered an example of comic irony it was allegedly written at pete s tavernon irving
place in new york city in a shabby new york flat della sobs as she counts the few coins she has saved to buy a christmas present for her
husband jim a gift worthy of her devotion will require a great sacrifice selling her long beautiful hair jim meanwhile has made a sacrifice for
della that is no less difficult as they exchange gifts on christmas eve the discovery of what each has done fills them with despair until they
realize that the true gifts of christmas can be found more readily in their humble apartment than in any fine store o henry paints a masterly
portrait of unfaltering love a haven from the harsh world outside the poignancy of his story is captured in p j lynch s eloquent art wherein
every glance every gesture tells a subtle truth
The Gift of the Magi 2019-12-22 on loan from ctls
A Gift of Joy 1996 college student christine bradley grew up in a loving and honest family so she couldn t have been more surprised when
shortly after her mother s death her father revealed the startling truth that christine had been adopted at birth in search of clues about her
biological mother christine encounters a family she never knew she had she digs deeper as christmas nears and what she finds reveals a
shocking lineage will christine be able to come to grips with the past take hold of the present and look forward to a brighter future carlson s
warm tale of loss recovery and acceptance will captivate current fans and create new ones
The Gift of Christmas Present 2004-09-01 kat is a medical intern and her playboy doctor josh pesters her every day even outside work
ever since they first met at the beach those blue eyes of his have stared at her intensely his handsome looks and roguish smile are evocative
of a modern day pirate clearly he only enjoys plundering one woman after another but kat already have a special man and she s only just
started her new life she won t let him pillage her but can she resist the pirate s sweet and irresistible seduction without drowning beneath the
waves of temptation
A Gift of Love 1988 an act of kindness or unforgivable treason owen archer investigates a murder in wales with links to a controversial offer
of refuge wales 1369 owen archer is travelling to wales on a mission for the duke of lancaster recruiting archers in anticipation of king charles
of france s invasion of england joining him are brother michaelo geoffrey chaucer and his father in law sir robert d arby who is on pilgrimage
to the shrine of st david a journey deep in the forest ends with a terrible discovery when the body of john de reine one of the duke of
lancaster s men is found at the gate of st david s the bishop asks owen to return the corpse to john s father sir john lascelles treachery
passion murder could john s death be linked to his father s decision to grant sanctuary to a man accused of harbouring a french spy and the
wounding of a mysterious pilgrim as owen investigates he uncovers betrayal treason acts of passion and dark secrets the owen archer
mysteries 1 the apothecary rose 2 the lady chapel 3 the nun s tale 4 the king s bishop 5 the riddle of st leonard s 6 the gift of sanctuary 7 a
spy for the redeemer 8 the cross legged knight 9 the guilt of innocents 10 a vigil of spies 11 a conspiracy of wolves 12 a choir of crows 13 the
riverwoman s dragon 14 a fox in the fold
GIFT OF A FAMILY 2019-07-01 in an impossible place under a door in the woods jimmy fincher received the first of four gifts given by a
mysterious and desperate people trying to save the world from a ruthless enemy now jimmy flees to japan in search of the second gift peril is
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inescapable and mysteries abound as jimmy receives a haunting warning the stompers are coming
A Gift of Sanctuary 2024-01-23 it s christmastime in the pocket sized village of briarcliff manor with yuletide spirits flying high life seems
close to perfect in this quaint suburb of manhattan but not everyone feels the holiday cheer while most go about their joyful holiday pursuits
young charlie riverton is restless compassionate by nature he s especially mindful of the lonely and forlorn at the same time he s the
unofficial leader of a close knit group of sixth grade buddies together they grapple with pre teen hijinks newfound freedoms and an emerging
nerve wracking interest in girls meanwhile there s a curiously gifted newcomer in town charlie develops a special friendship with the
handsome stranger and together they set out to craft a god honoring christmas gift for the whole community along the way lives are
changed and people begin to look at christmas a little differently come spend the holidays in briarcliff with this feel good coming of age story
set in small town america in the early 1970s congratulations to tom for writing a heartwarming christmas story that evokes the traditional
christmas spirit a gift most rare focuses on a god honoring relationship between a young boy a guardian angel and a whole village that
rediscovers how best to celebrate christmas kevin sorbo actor producer and director a gift most rare is a gift to every reader bringing you
back to a time when christmas was filled with thanks to god it is a great reminder to care for those around you giving to those in need and
coming together to celebrate god s gift of jesus rev anthony karlik sr pastor of faith lutheran church briarcliff manor ny and eastern region
president of the church of the lutheran brethren this novel is sweet and affectionate with a strong spiritual uplift a lovely debut jamie
malanowski author of the coup and commander will cushing daredevil hero of the civil war every once in a while comes a magical story an
exquisite jewel of a book a piece of fiction that more than makes up for all the ordinary books leihbacher is an amazing storyteller he
economically imbues his plot and characters with life s truths karen smith historian briarcliff manor a gift most rare is a thoroughly feel good
holiday tale reminiscent of the things we love about it s a wonderful life but for our times martha higgins ferguson chappaqua ny
A Gift of Ice 2023-02-02 enjoy this fan favorite story of love redemption and finding family from rita award winning author inglath cooper in a
moment of grief caleb tucker made the biggest mistake of his life he gave away his wife s baby born under the most tragic circumstances
three years later he gets a second chance all because sophie owens walks into his feed store with her little girl a little girl who looks a lot like
his late wife but in order to get his second chance he ll have to ruin sophie s world perhaps though a gift of grace could save them both
originally published in 2006 a beautiful intense and superbly written novel this book will get into your heart and it will not let go the romance
reader s connection on a gift of grace
A Gift Most Rare 2021-01-15 the gift of the magi is a treasured short story written by o henry a young and very much in love couple can
barely afford their one room apartment let alone the extra expense of getting christmas presents for one another but each is determined to
show their love for the other in this traditional time of giving each sells a thing they hold most dear in order to afford a present with poignant
and touching results that capture their love for one another
A Gift of Grace 2018-09-01 after a destructive wildfire blows through parts of steele ridge randi organizes a holiday benefit to raise funds
for families who have lost everything with the event only hours away several raffle baskets disappear right out of britt s truck and randi and
britt rush to track down the culprits but what they discover at the end of their search is a heartwarming story of courage love and the power
of family
The Gift of the Magi 2012 late in december daniel gibson suddenly finds himself alone in the middle of the night in a nearly deserted area
of the city a winter storm rages around him with no memory of how he got there he realizes there is something he must find and something
he will lose in his adventure he finds that among a diversity of people there are those who hold out a hand to give not all christmas gifts
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come wrapped in brightly colored paper with ribbons and bows sometimes they are damaged wearing hand me down clothes sometimes they
are a gift that can be given only once
The Most Wonderful Gift of All 2020-09-10 cooper gave ashley the gift of her education and ashley would like to return the favor by offering
him the love she has felt for cooper for years but the greatest gift she wants to give him is her knowledge of god s love
The Gift of Daniel 2007-10-01 dorie knighton had no time for christmas wishes she was too busy caring for her precocious nine year old
sister hannah and their aging aunt so when she found a man lying injured in the snow it only added to her troubles and yet she couldn t leave
the handsome stranger to die nor could she fight the bittersweet longing he awakened in her the marquess of ashborne s fun loving ways
had landed him in trouble alone and half frozen in the snow if it wasn t for dorie s compassion he d be dead and if it wasn t for her shy charm
he wouldn t be in love
A Gift of Passage 2009-10 about the book being raised by their loving grandparents bat and mouse brothers daniel and sora are sad this
holiday season because they never knew their parents grandma emily and grandpa abram sit them down and share the story of their parents
and how they gave up their lives so that the two of them could live gift of the heart is based on the author s own experience as a transplant
patient and how it was thanks to his family that he lives today about the author ever since alexander espinosa was born he always had health
problems as such he couldn t do many of the things normal children could he couldn t play sports and he had to work twice as hard in school
because of his learning disabilities he spent a lot time in the hospital growing up but it never bothered him because he always had his family
by his side in fact it was his sister who introduced him to his favorite thing in the world video games when they played together it was like all
his health problems were gone and he was able to explore all these amazing worlds without a care in the world it got to a point where he
wanted to be game designer and even went to school for it it was at this school however that he learned about the power of writing and how
much fun it was while he worked for the school newspaper he got his degree in fine arts but as he continued writing he realized that what he
really wanted was to tell stories and that s when he decided to become an author now he s working hard to pursue that dream of creating the
worlds he sees in his mind and share it with as many people as he can and he s able to do this because of his loving family who supports him
and his goals espinosa says my hope is that when people read my book they will be able to understand just how important family really is
that they will be able to be grateful for what they have and that they will be able to see things from a different perspective i d like to think
that what makes my story relevant is that it will help readers understand what it really means to get a gift and know how much love people
are capable of
The Gift of Christmas 2013 sisters are more than just family they are confidantes mentors and friends they light up the lives of the people
around them with their joy and love and they can always be counted on to be there when they re needed no matter what with this adorable
book you can let your sister know how much she means to you featuring marci s endearing children of the inner light r characters this is a gift
of love that sisters everywhere will treasure forever
A Gift of Love 2004 there is a timeless quality about this powerful complex novel which is impossible to pin down in a few words british book
news his comments on the way that people behave toward each other are savagely effective the toronto star after the second world war john
grandy returns to the village of onion lake where he once taught school and to a job at the acton lumber mill in northern british columbia old
henry acton is ill son nairn and family have come to learn about the enterprise they will inherit the destructive element is velma a former
student of grandys whose struggle against her apparent destiny damages everyone innocent of intent but guilty of involvement of events she
and grandy become centra
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Gift of The Heart 2023-04-19 when helping a random man on the street sandy never thought her life will change for ever but months later
the man found her and gave her an ancient old looking gift an un normal gift found its way to sandy worried and concerned she returned the
gift to the man but mysteriously the gift found its way back to sandy a story full of challenges and magic where the powerful bully the weak
and the rich press down on those less fortunate without being aware that the cycle of life is vicious and it will turn its wheels against them
editor inspiring publishers romina betvardeh takes you on a journey to a fantasy world but is it any different to ours why not find out in her
exciting book i was chosen by a gift
To My Sister 2017-11 a powerful true story filled with unbelievable turns of events that will make you laugh and cry a heartfelt testimony
that would inspire people to live more abundantly a message of hope for a better tomorrow be free
A Gift of Echoes 2002-09-05 rachel sparhawk lindsey came from a long line of survivors she would not fail her heritage but the snows were
deep and the nights lonely until jamie ryder arrived bringing strength and joy into the hidden places of her heart the warmth of hearth and
home had long been denied jamie ryder now rachel lindsey offered him refuge from the storms without and the war within but he knew this
dream of love and family could not withstand the nightmare of his past
I Was Chosen by a Gift 2019-04 story of a couple who are devoted to each other and who are not well to do still manage to exchange gifts
that even a millionaire would envy
A Gift Of A Curse 2024-02-29 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore
you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around
the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within
the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as
a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Gift Of The Heart 2012-07-01 a woman volunteer who cares for people with aids narrates a poignant account of the clients she comes to
love in her role as a home care aide in a bittersweet novel about life illness death and remembrance by the author of the children s crusade
The Gift of the Magi, and Five Other Stories 1978 clearly a literary great o henry gave his gift to the world many years ago with this
classic short story the gift of the magi brings the reader into an interesting story of true unselfish love in the early 1900s enjoy henry s
imagination as you discover what happens when a young husband and wife desperately and secretly try to obtain a gift for each other
despite their poor financial situation classic cream color pages matte cover richard foster classics collection
The Gift of the Magi and Other Stories 1967 creek hollis is a single father raising his young son in the small town he himself was raised in lake
is the center of his world creek not once but twice received news no parent ever wants to hear his little boy needs a donor one is found and
so this brings kelly marshall into their lives kelly marshall lost someone close to her as a teenager that loss made her want to become a
nurse and help children with childhood cancers when she is asked to participate in a program that would have living in the hollis home for a
week she has no quams in that week lives are changed this is a clean read with a hea
The Floweret 2015-09-03 following world war ii the lives of catherine and laura mertagen and their widowed father are finally returning to
normal but their peace is shattered when laura runs to the aid of a man who collapses in the park instead of giving first aid laura feels
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compelled to lay soothing hands on him and later learns that she has completely cured him of a life long ailment her strange and precious
gift of healing has dire effects on laura s family and her life
The Gifts of the Body 1994 a husband and wife sacrifice treasured possessions in order to buy each other christmas presents
A Gift of Orchids 1982 for ellen faith was nonexistent until faith was all she had to cling to after 24 years together life partners ellen and
paul were married nine months before his passing to the spirit world when treatments ran out for paul s dreaded health issues he confided to
ellen that he was very tired of exotic drugs daily doctor visits and feeling terrible he wanted peace and comfort so together they decided
hospice was not the only choice but the best choice before making the transition to his final reward and eternity they shared his time going
over memorabilia listening to favorite big band music watching movies laughing and telling stories about seashells ellen read his tin can
sailor magazines aloud and much time was spent in expressions of love ellen stood guard 24 7 sadly they were wrong to believe family and
lifelong friends would be their support system instead many angels in human form stepped in to give support camaraderie and comfort ellen
an outspoken believer in science was presented numerous miracles miracles that science could not explain these miracles and the subtle
comfort she felt through prayer led to a profound epiphany in belief the smell of english leather permeating the night air paul s brother used
that brand of cologne but he had been dead for several years another incident ellen being violently shaken awake just in time to untangle her
beloved from the blanket and side rail no one else was in the house so whose hand shook her shoulder this is ellen and paul s intimate
hospice journey the lessons learned are being shared with the deepest of intentions of easing the load of those facing a hospice odyssey of
their own
The Gift of the Magi (Richard Foster Classics) 2015-12-12 sally mae anderson touched many lives as theodore hamilton s assistant in the
ultimate gift when her great grandson inherits her bed and breakfast he wonders how he will ever fulfill her legacy
A Gift of Love 2017-12-24
A Gift of Rivers 2018
The Precious Gift 1998
The gift of the magi 1982-11
A Gift of Grace and Time 2020-02-05
The Gift of a Legacy 2013
A Gift Book of Stories and Poems for Children 1850
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